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Java Developer Company Profile: Morgan Stanley is a leading global financial services firm

providing a wide range of investment banking, securities, investment management and

wealth management services. The Firm's employees serve clients worldwide including

corporations, governments and individuals from more than 1,200 offices in 43 countries. As

a market leader, the talent and passion of our people is critical to our success. Together,

we share a common set of values rooted in integrity, excellence and strong team ethic.

Morgan Stanley can provide a superior foundation for building a professional career - a

place for people to learn, to achieve and grow. A philosophy that balances personal lifestyles,

perspectives and needs is an important part of our culture. Department Profile: Treasury, Planning

and Capital (TPC) deliver the technology products used to size and manage the firm's

liquidity, unsecured funding and capital resources. This includes intraday liquidity and cash

management; calculation, forecasting and stress testing of liquidity and capital measures;

resolution planning; budgeting and financial planning including forecasting of revenue,

expenses and balance sheet; accessing unsecured funding markets; and delivering firmwide

management reporting and analytics. Our key internal clients include Treasury, Capital Planning,

Financial Planning & Analysis (FP&A), Cash Management Operations, Global Corporate

Controllers (GCC) and the ISG, Wealth Management and Investment Management Finance

Teams. Team Profile: Capital technology are looking for a developer to assist in building

solutions for the Capital area. The Capital team is a global organization with around 100

employees providing technology solutions to regulatory and legal entity controllers across

the regions, working on a combination of regional and global solutions that support the
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firm's Finance Department in the calculation, forecasting and reporting of capital measures.

The primary focus of the team is on delivery of outstanding solutions to our internal business

clients. We encourage every member of the team to learn the business in addition to being

outstanding software developers. We value teamwork and collaboration and the ability to

work across Global boundaries. Primary Responsibilities: The candidate will be working with

the Capital team to build solutions that fit user needs. We build complex calculations that provide

reporting and tools that allow the business to deeply understand the Firm's capital position.

The candidate will be proficient in Java or Scala, as well as having experience of variety of

other technologies or techniques, including relational databases and automated testing

frameworks. The candidate will be familiar with techniques and concepts related to building

high quality software in an agile fashion and will work in an agile squad which is part of a wider

Capital fleet. Skills Required - Strong analytical skills - Proven software development experiences.

- Knowledge of software development life cycle management. - Knowledge of the Scala and

Java Programming Languages - Knowledge of Databases - Ability and willingness to learn

new technologies and work on the same to meet business requirements. - Ability to work in

team
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